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Pages Inked in Blood and Memory: A Study of Nitasha Kaul’s Residue 

 

Abstract 

The protracted Kashmir turmoil has over the years elicited contending extrinsic 

narratives in different literary and non-literary genres with subjective approach or with 

tendentious averment among the colonial and the postcolonial masters. However, in recent 

years some indigenous voices with forked tongue – divided in affinities and affiliations – call 

forth the attention of the world toward the Kashmir problem that find wanting in holistic 

viewpoint. However, Nitasha Kaul’s ingenious percipience create unicity in a way that she 

does not fall in line with the previous dominant narratives, in fact she believes in ‘rhizomatic 

affiliations’ and emplaces the new space where the plural memories and histories reconcile in 

a good will and good faith. Her novel, Residue, provides a fresh perspective in a way that the 

two young Kashmiris – Leon Ali and Keya Raina – entangled in the oppressive history of 

Kashmir realized in Berlin their unwitting identities, manifold belongings; the residue of 

mutual human emotions. These two characters not only find Kashmir akin to divided Berlin 

of 1980’s – divided physically by LOC and absences in their memory and imagination 

because of this physical division, but also divided in other sense that the generations of 

Kashmiri Muslims and Hindus have literally nurtured in a sense away or apart from each 
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other and that kind of absence too is something that sheath physical divides. The novel puts 

light on the barbed lands, fortified continents, dividing lines inked in blood and memory, and 

the absences they create about absentees in people’s lives and imagination. 

 

Keywords: Armed conflict, Memory, unwitting identities, oppressive history, divided lands 

and affinities, Residue. 

A formidable body of extrinsic narratives has been penned down over the years on 

Kashmir issue with tendentious averment; however, in recent times many indigenous voices 

reach out the outside world, but in a forked tongue – with different affinities and affiliations. 

Nitasha Kaul’s percipience on the contrary believes in ‘rhizomatic affiliation’ in an 

accommodative sense, and emplaces the new space with the plural memories and histories in 

bona fides and good will. Nitasha Kaul – a Kashmiri novelist, academic, poet and economist 

– renders a fresh perspective in her debut novel Residue that is humane and profound wanting 

in main stream narratives. The title Residue refers what remains in us as we move from 

events and national borders, and in that sense the past continue to live in both the present and 

the future which allows us to grow. The protagonist, Leon Ali, after abandoned by his 

communist father try to live a normal life in Delhi or at least try to pretend as regular people, 

but his Kashmiri Muslim identity scares him constantly as he narrates, “We lived, if not in 

fear, then in constant awareness of our actions and behavior” (3). When he sets a search for a 

new flat, he finds the entire atmosphere surcharged with communal hatred and at places he 

got such responses which compels every inquisitive mind to think that in what relation 

Kashmiris are to Delhi?, and in this search for a flat he got monolithic clichéd responses as in 

the form of irritating questions like, “Kashmiri? But why did you need to come to Delhi? 

Didn’t your folks drive out Hindus from the Valley?” or “Do you need police verification? 

How do we know that you are not Pakistani or a Kashmiri terrorist?” (13-14). At occasions 
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he was bullied, called by names, spit at, shoved about, shorts pulled down, and things took an 

ugly turn when a schoolmate taunted him, ‘Go back to Pakistan!...Kashmir belongs to us!’ 

(22). He felt traumatized in such an uncongenial atmosphere and begin to think of 

alternatives to save his skin and live a normal life, like now he wants to change his name 

which will sound something more normal and Hindu, like Rahul or Rohit through a deed poll. 

He finds himself out of place at first in Delhi and then successively in England and Berlin as 

he narrates, “…Me, the stranger in every neighborhood in Delhi that lived in. Me, the one 

people spoke about and then hushed up as I entered the room. Me” (17). There is a constant 

war going on in his mind and psyche in a most pathetic way about his identity as in England, 

he maneuvered new methods of not to be identified by putting on a sweatshirt bearing a 

Union Jack, although it was uncomfortable outfit to spend eleven hours in, but it guaranteed 

him a more close and favorable identity. He gives up reading the newspapers or watch TV 

because each time he confronts with clichéd phrases like ‘Kashmiri terrorist’ or ‘Paki 

terrorist’ and the reports of people being killed in Kashmir. The author has captured the 

cognitive operation the two states regarding the identity of Kashmir and Kashmiris since 

1947 as the same were initially often described as ‘spies’ or ‘sellouts’ by the Pakistanis and 

now by the another claimant i.e. by the Indians as ‘Kashmiri terrorist’ and with the advent of 

the unfortunate event of 9/11 his whole world shrank in a way that he wanted to escape and 

refused to be marked with definitive fixity, “I am a nobody, I wanted to scream out in their 

faces. I don’t know any of you. Left or Right or the sinking stinking Middle. Just let me be 

invisible! I don’t want to be marked. To conduct myself under scrutiny. I want to be free…I 

am just a young man of twenty-two with a name I did not choose: Leon Ali is of no religion, 

race, ethnicity or belief” (29). 

Leon Ali meets a Kashmiri Pandit girl, Keya, who found it hard to confront Kashmir 

topic as it is excessively involved with sentiment, not sure whether she could approach it 
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analytically, but that does not stop her for calling a spade a spade, in fact she is sensitive to 

the pain and suffering of her natives i.e. Kashmiris irrespective of their religious identities. 

As she says, “Both Muslims and Hindus have suffered. As a Kashmiri Pandit, I feel for the 

plight of my cousins who became refugees, but that should not make them intolerant of 

Muslims, which they are becoming. I can’t even talk to some of them; they are blinded by 

hatred. Women in the Valley have worst; they’ve lost husbands and sons, are raped it’s so 

grim” (69). Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie in a similar fashion argues in TED talk that the 

erasure of events as one of the dangerous steps in political conflicts and multiple stories of 

single narrative provide a different interpretation whereas the danger of a monolithic story is 

that it creates stereotypes. The monolithic story robes people of dignity and makes our 

recognition of an equal humanity difficult. It emphasis how we are different rather than how 

we are similar, and when we realize that there is never a single story about any place; we 

regain a kind of paradise (Adichie). She does not shy away from the fact that her relatives are 

becoming more polarized; affiliated with different communal parties and ‘blame the 

congress-left coalition for every national ills’. In a sarcastic vein, she narrates that an 

octogenarian uncle who unable to trust the vision of his cataract-clouded eyes, held her hand 

to get attention as he emphasizes: “Pandit migration, Muslim terrorism, nothing matters. The 

most important thing is that Kashmir must remain a part of India” (250). In this context, 

Somjyoti Mridha writes in her article “Memories of home and Persecution: A study of Recent 

Kashmiri Pandit narratives”, that: 

 One of the key features of Pandit narratives is to posit the Kashmiri Muslim not only 

as the ‘Other’ but also as the enemy of the Hindu community. The armed conflict since 1989 

widened the gulf between the communities further but even earlier the notion of Muslims as 

the enemy appears to be very much a part and parcel of Pandit psyche (51). 
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She mourns over the death of his father as he and his stories of shared experience 

were the only connecting link between her and her homeland. As she says, “I witnessed my 

father’s untimely death as a teenager. It was painful to lose a parent, but, you know, I also 

lost a home, homeland, at the same time. I could never go back to Kashmir with him. His 

stories were the bridge to my homeland” (75). She loves everything that belongs to Kashmir: 

customs, tradition, houseboat, Dal, Chinar leaf and the language that now only landed in her 

memory while living in the festering urban melt of Delhi and speaking in English and Hindi. 

Her meeting with Leon welled up in her a flood of these memories and both the characters in 

a joint venture begin to search disappeared Mir Ali which symbolizes the search for a 

homeland – a homeland with all its positive history and syncretic culture and tradition. 

Nitasha Kaul echoes the same response to memory, solitude and exile as put forth by Agha 

Shahid Ali in his poetry as he writes: 

       Kashmir shrinks into my mailbox, 

       My home a neat four by six inches. 

       I always loved neatness. Now I hold 

      The half-inch Himalayas in my hand. 

       This is home. And this the closest 

      I’ll ever be to home (The Veiled Suite 29). 

For both Shahid Ali and Nitasha Kaul Kashmir is not a homogenous place and like 

Shahid she tries to bring out the themes of insecurity, history, nostalgia, reconciliation, 

dreams and friendship through her main characters which they constantly felt away from the 

homeland. Harold Bloom’s words on Agha Shahid’s poetry in his book Bloom’s Modern 

Critical Views: Asian-American Writers holds true to Nitasha Kaul’s writing: 
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Agha’s [Shahid] poems explore and contain the anguish of displacement and exile 

through memories, history…often painful, bagful of the bones of memory from other homes 

and distant locales, Agha recreates an imaginative simultaneity of place and times, of history 

and geography. The very loss of “home” inspires in Agha’s poems a very strongly felt sense 

of space and location – acutely observed geographical locations that exist in history and 

return to life through his imaginative recreation (Bloom 17). 

Keya felt that Mir might be the victim of enforced disappearances as she draws an 

analogy between the enforced disappearances in Kashmir and Nacht Und Nebel, the Night 

and Fog Tactics; directive issued by Adolf Hitler on 7 December 1941 targeting political and 

resistance activists in World War 2nd, who were caged or killed while the surviving families 

and the population remained uncertain as to the fate or whereabouts of the Nazi state’s 

alleged wrongdoers. Victims who disappeared in these “Night and Fog” actions were never 

heard from again. Nitasha Kaul writes in Of Occupation and Resistance: Writings from 

Kashmir about the enforced disappearances and the woman who goes through the most 

brutalized experience: 

As in Kashmir thousands have gone missing or disappear without their loved ones 

knowing anything. The women of Kashmir are in the tens of thousands of widows and half-

widows; wives of killed and disappeared men; as well as mothers and grandmothers of 

missing children. Vulnerable, often impoverished, the sorrows, struggles and humiliation of 

these women of Kashmir are a catalogue of charges against the occupation of Kashmir (Of 

Occupation and Resistance, 253). 

In search of Mir Ali, Leon was completely disheartened by the revelation of Mir’s 

elopement with a girl of Kashmiri origin, Shula and in this mood he felt sure that ‘this 

moment will pass, but it will leave behind its shitty residue, like all moments, like every 

moment’ (202). Shula herself was the victim of both unsuccessful marriage and identity crisis 
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as she and her family were always treated as outsiders in India, and on asking about this to 

her servant Sankuri, she replied in her typical accent, ‘Whyy do you want to beelong, Shoola? 

Mm – hmm?’ (140). Shula excogitated over this question and inwardly resolved that she 

would not search for belonging, “I would not need to belong. Wherever I was, I would make 

myself happy. In subsequent years, I repeated these words to myself like a charm and tried to 

hear in them that conviction and hope they first embodied” (141). There seems to be 

historical allusion and parallelism when we see the married relationship of Abhilash and 

Shula and that of India and Kashmir – at first enraptured in 1947 and then subsequently got 

the differences which is evident in the dialogue between the two characters and that of the 

centre and the state. In the novel we came to know more about the relationship of Mir and 

Shula from the poetry and letters written by the later – Mir, a communist revolutionary, 

passionate, restless, not weighted by authority, custom or privilege, having poetic eloquence 

and always ready to translate his political ideals in verse which Shula tried to understand and 

wanted to become his muse. Mir would often grieve over the victimhood of Kashmir; 

beautiful, cruel and divided homeland, where people suffered injustice as he says, “Like 

Berlin, my Kashmir is divided too”, he further adds, “There is a bigger, stronger, more 

powerful boundary than that between countries, or between religions – it is the wall between 

those who can’t live without power, and those who will die to achieve justice” (295). The 

letters of Shula were more like a historical document as it narrated the election fraud of 1978 

which turned a tipping point for insurgency, when the Congress and National Conference 

prevented anyone else from winning as Mir Ali narrates to Shula, ‘They deny us our future, 

Shula. The identity of my Kashmir is at stake. People are inflamed’ (Ibid). There is the other 

side of Kashmir which Mir felt close to his heart and which he cherished so much in his 

memory i.e. its customs and tradition, its music; to which Shula closed her eyes listened the 

sound of ripples and oars. He informed her, what a Santoor sounded like, and how the girls in 
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their costumes danced the roff arm in arm, and quote poetry of Dinanath Nadim – a 

communist poet. 

The search for Mir Ali leads them to Kashmir as Keya told him that thousands of 

people go missing which includes both the political activists and ordinary people and to break 

the poetic illusion about the missing people she emphasis that ‘those are real lives’. The 

unmarked graves of the victims of enforced disappearances endure in the collective memory 

of the people as the collective loss. As Leon Ali says to Keya: 

Oh yes, so I want to go to Kashmir, if only for a day, to find a grave – any grave. Any 

monument to any unmarked person. I know there’ll be hundreds of these in and around 

Srinagar. I’m going to adopt one as Mir’s grave, and say a prayer for his soul there. I’ve 

hardly prayed in my life, but I’ll make an exception. I’ll lay him to rest in me. (314). 

Nitasha Kaul highlights the divided aspirations of Kashmiris and how the Leon and 

Keya feel sorry about this and moreover, when Leon Ali narrates her how he met people from 

Azad Kashmir (PAK), who do not understand Kashmiri language and having different food 

and language, repeatedly asserted that they were Kashmiris who had setup a society in 

England with explicit aim of propagating the cause of Kashmir and when asked to join them, 

and on his refusal abashed as “sellouts and spies” and how he retorted in anger, “Well, you 

are not Kashmiri”. On this occasion, Keya in her perspicuous argument narrates, “Language 

is one of the many different ways of belonging…I think we’re all multiply labeled people, 

and we ought to strive for better futures…What I mean is that…culture isn’t about belonging. 

It’s more a longing” (318). Moreover, LOC is the line that did not only divide people or a 

geographical space, but in fact controls people; controls the aspiration of people by the two 

states for their vested interests. 
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Conclusion 

In their finial journey to Kashmir which in itself is a liberating experience, both the 

characters set forth to deal with the remnants of fires that have burned in the past and plant a 

new healthy sapling in the residue of a fertilizer that has remained in the earth and this is the 

residue of the earth that lives through things, not the fire that burns and passes. Keya will 

observe every street, houseboat, shrine, garden, security barrier, solider, bridge and most 

importantly, ‘She’ll see her home’, and Leon will ‘find a grave’. Nitasha Kaul tries to 

transgress dystopian tendencies into a utopian real beautiful geographical space and in the 

same sense poses an important question to every Kashmiri for the future life when the lady at 

the airline check-in counter calls, ‘Keya Raina and Leon Ali, are you travelling together or 

separately?’, and both look at each other and smile before simultaneously answering’, a 

suggestive gesture of avouchment. Thus unlike The Garden of Solitude by Gigoo where 

neither the author nor anyone else is sure about the return of Pandits to the homeland, 

Residue on the other hand take a lead where the two characters have come to mutual 

agreement and commence a journey towards their homeland. 
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